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342  

ORASEAL  
FLEXIBLE SEALING JOINT  

  
NON-HARDENING  

  

 
  

DEFINITION  
  

Flexible, non-hardening sealing and locking paste (slackening).  
  

ADVANTAGES  
  

 Possesses excellent, long-lasting stability.  

 Single-component, clean, easy-to-use and non-toxic. Protects against corrosion.  

 Can be disassembled and cleaned easily. Can be used on all materials.  

 Resists hot and cold water, sulphuric and phosphoric acid, soda,  

 ammonia, ethylene glycol, thermal oil, etc.  

 Compatible with KLINGER SIL C-4500 flange joints.  

  

APPLICATION FIELDS  
  

 Locking threads that must be moved frequently: idle screws, manometers, etc.  

 Sealing mating surfaces, flanges and housings. Strengthening joints already in use.  

 Can be used on paper gaskets, cork, and cardboard to make them stick.  

 Hydraulic or pneumatic threaded seals.  

  

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS  
  

Aspect  ........................................................  paste  

Colour  ........................................................  green  
Operating temperature ...............................  -50 to +300°C  

Viscosity  .....................................................  8,000 cP  
Maximum backlash advised .......................  < 0.5 mm  

Withstands pressure of  ..............................  Up to 50 bars (depending on materials used).  
  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE  
  
Ready to use.   

Application temperature: +5°C to +40°C.  
Apply the adhesive evenly to clean and dry surfaces and fill in backlash entirely.  

Commissioning can take place immediately after assembly.   
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Victoria Lub. cannot know about every application for which the 
products are used nor their conditions of use.  Victoria Lub. cannot be 
held responsible for the suitability of the products for a given use or a 
specific purpose. The information contained here can on no account be 
a substitute for the preliminary tests which are essential and which must 
be carried out in order to check the suitability of the product for each 
specific case. 



 

PACKAGING  
  

100 g tube  
250 ml tin with brush  

 
  

ORAPI INFORMATION  
  

Available in a thicker version: 343 – ORASEAL +.  
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Ref. 1342 T3  
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